All birds find shelter during a rain but eagle avoids rain by flying above the clouds..............

APJ Abdul Kalam

Alhamdulillah, ultimately the most awaited day of my research has arrived, the day accomplishment of Ph. D. It would not have been possible without the help of so many people in so many ways. It is not feasible to acknowledge all the people by name here. I am highly gratified to all those people who have helped me during this voyage. Let’s brief the journey starting with the first day of the lab.

On 9th November 2009, I became a member of Prof. Nahid Ali’s lab family. Since that day, I observed all quality of a head of the lab family in her. She never takes credit for achievements but gives it to the students. She never exploits any scholar but nurtures them into a good academician as well as a great human being. She never shows her superiority on scholars but the kindness of a guardianship. She never tries to impart her fear on us but spawns respect for her. The path of research is not made up of asphalt but sand and I am lucky to get a mentor like her who made me conquer the mountainous research and reach the pinnacle. Her charisma is enchanting for life. One of the most remarkable qualities she possesses is the maintenance of a good balance between personal and professional life. She is a very successful amalgam of research as well as family life, which is pre-requisite for a successful and peaceful life. Something like this Sir Allama Iqbal also said:

Dard-e-dil ke waste paeda kiya insaan ko

Warna ta’at ke liye kuch kam na the karrobya

These lines are always close to my heart which means the God has created human for helping and listening each other’s pain, otherwise angels were enough for praying and obeying the Almighty. The words are not enough but I am highly grateful to Almighty for blessing me with her guidance and will be rewarded with the same in future as well.

I also want to convey my sincerest thanks to the past and present Directors of IICB, Prof. Siddhartha Roy, Prof. Chitra Mondal and Prof. Samit Chattopadhyay for allowing me to learn science in a reputed institute like CSIR-IICB and Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) for providing me fellowships. I am privileged to have the opportunity to learn from other renowned scientists of this institute, Dr. Hemanta K. Majumder, Dr. Santu
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Bandyopadhyay, Dr. Pijush Kanti Das, Dr. Uday Bandyopadhyay, Dr. Umesh Singh, Dr. Diptoman Ganguly and Dr. S. N. Kabir. Dr. S.C. Biswas and Dr. Arun Bandopadhyay were one of the earliest scientists with whom I have interacted for my Ph. D. They have always encouraged me for pursuing research of my interest. I am highly indebted to Dr. Rukhsana Chowdhury for boosting me with her smiling face especially at my initial days at IICB. I would like to express my deepest sense of gratitude to Dr. Syamal Roy for his constant encouragement and discussions throughout the journey of research, sometimes even during the bus journey to the institute. His intellect and approach towards scientific problems make him a true biologist.

I also consider myself fortunate for having wonderful academic and administrative staff members at IICB to help me out. Dr. Siddhartha Majumdar of HRG Division, of Dr. Aditya Konar, Ashoke da, Shambho da and Pashupati da of animal house, Mr. Siddhartha Dey, Tapan da, Raju da and Saugata da of R&C Department, Mihir da, Bablu da, Sanjay da, Pollak da and Vishal da of Accounts Department, Jayanta da of Bill and Cash Department, Librarian Dr. N.C. Ghosh, auditorium and the Computer Departments of IICB deserve special thanks in this respect. I am also grateful to Sanjay da, Sumanta da, George, Tanmoy, Anjan and Anusilma from BD and Beckman Coulter for helping and supporting regarding FACS studies. Jammen Joy da needs special appreciation for his encouragements and handling animals in various tedious conditions. I would like to extend my thanks to Dr. Ardhendu da and Rupa for their help.

Our lab family is full of talent, some are having a good sense of humour and some are like Mr. Siddhu, a jack of all trade and having stanza for every occasion. The thesis would not have been possible without assistance and support of the lab colleagues. Sudipta di always encouraged me for conducting fruitful and positive research; she taught me how much precision and optimisation are required for FACS studies. Saumya da made me to start my experimental journey. Smriti di made me think immunology like immunologist. I learned a lot while working or discussing with Antra di, Samiran da, Partha da and especially Manjarika di and Amrita di. Manjarika di’s consistent potential of working is a valuable motivation for all of us. Roma di helped me throughout the research and by her blissful nature, she always cheered us. On reminiscing my first day of lab, Pradyot da made me acquainted with the lab and made me feel comfortable by showing various facilities at the institute. He along with Mithun da constantly helped me for immunological studies. I spent a lot of time with Shadab bhai. We are friends for almost 12 years and use to have plenty of discussions on various topics for the betterment of the scientific World as well as a balanced pleasant life. I am recalling that how he used to wait for completion of my work till late night to accompany me on the way home. Sometimes we all use to go to Athar bhai, Sarfaraz bhai and Asim’s flat for parties etc. One peculiar thing I would like to mention here about Pradyot da and Sarfaraz bhai is that they generally give similar expression on both the scenarios of success or failure. They all were very supportive and enjoyable, Rudra’s positive and jovial character was always the centre of discussion and fun in the lab. Some of her words are memorable forever and unexpectedly impart mammoth energy to proceed in the
life. Somsubahra was always encouraging and helping nature person. He uses to help
dedicatedly and unconditionally more than you expect. Among my juniors, I got maximum
support from Abdus, Nicky, Kamran and Sonali. They are real gems and like four pillars of
the present lab. They helped me a lot during the final touch of my work. I wish them all the
best for their future. Anirban and Sneha also helped me whenever it was required. I was very
lucky to have some sincere and diligent project and summer trainees like Debalina, Mudasir,
Shahanaz, Varsha Srinivasan, Varsha Gupta, Ananyashree and Shilpa. I wish them all the
best for a bright future.

I was also sanctified with some good friends, seniors and juniors from other labs of the
institute. They helped me not only in shaping my work but also helped in relieving
workload by having light moments outside IICB. Athar bhai and Shameel bhai taught me
the ‘TILISM’ of research. Personalities like Shameel bhai and Asim are very
rare to find. They are real gems at IICB.

I would also like to show enormous appreciation and regards to my school teachers,
especially Nishat-ul-Iman Sir, Shamim sir and Ejaz Sir, my graduation and post graduation
teachers, Prof. Afzal, Prof. Sabir, Prof. Tabassum, Dr. Shakila, Prof. Dharmalingam and
Prof. Krishnaswamy. Words will fall short to describe their attributes in shaping my career.
My school and college friends are precious treasures for me; they are like “old but gold”,
especially Saifullah, Yasar, Shadab and Ranjeet. They always encouraged me for completing
my research decently but quickly and to move with him towards a more promising research
career.

I would like to express my deepest sense of gratitude to my beloved parents. Without their
inspiration, motivations and persistent encouragement I would not have been able to
perceive the world in the way I am visualising now. They bear all the pains for my comfort.
My beloved wife, Aisha shared all my sorrows and difficulties as well as she was always with
me to enjoy even my tiniest happy moments. She sacrificed a lot, without complain, to keep
me concentrated towards achieving the goal. My sister, “Aapa” and her family were always
with me while my Ph.D. was entangling. They all remain positive for me and for my success.
Her adorable kids Asif and Arfa and both my sons, Ahsan and Abdullah are like sunshine to
me, even after sunset. They always cheered me and helped me to maintain by weight (visibly
insignificant change) by various activities and sometimes made me awake for the whole
night. They made me rejoice, re-juvenile, refresh, and re-born in this World. I cherished
enormous love and support from my brother-in-law, Alam bhai and my other relatives such
as my uncles, phuphi-jaan, Jasim bhai, Shamshir bhai, Maqbool bhai, Afzal bhai, Feroz bhai,
Raquib bhai, Imran bhai, Harun bhai, Altaf, Ishteyaq, Saba, Mushtaque, Arshad, Farhat and
Shafquat etc. I am highly thankful and obligate to my parents-in-law, my sisters-in-law,
Farhana and Shagufta and my brother-in-law, Abu Bakar. They also played an integral part in the accomplishment of my work.

I will complete my words by owning my gratitude to Almighty Allah Subhan-wa-ta’ala for blessing me with such a wonderful life. But this life will be worthwhile if and only if I will do something for the humanity. My heart perturbs my seeing human sufferings. I know I cannot tarnish the difference between poor and rich but I wish if I could make the whole World not to sleep without taking food at night. I cannot prevent people to die but I wish if I could do something that nobody in the World dies without getting proper treatment.

“Do you know what is better than charity, fasting, and prayer? It is keeping peace and good relation between people, as quarrel and bad feeling destroy mankind”

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
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